Students activity

IMPRESS COMMITTEE BOARD

IMPRESS (Industrial Management Professional Student Society) is a representative of Faculty Student Society. This is the second batch of IMPRESS which is Batch 15/16. Batch 15/16 lead by the president third year student of Industrial Technology Management, Nursofea Iman Binti Ahmad Suffian while the Vice President also a third year student of Project Management Nur ‘Amirah Binti Mohd Mustapha. This batch has two secretaries who are Nur Liyana and Nurul Syazwani and the treasurer is Tan Kai Lun. IMPRESS consists of 7 units viz., Academic, Entrepreneurship, Welfare, Sports, Volunteering, Multimedia and Spirituality. They are spearheaded by Nurul Afzan Hanie, Hasnur Idayu, Chong Yee Chin, Faiz Azizi, Safura Aida, Farah and Muhammad Naim, respectively. With the help of 12 committee members IMPRESS will able to strengthen the relationship between students, lecturers and other staff.

IMPRESS has conducted many kind of programs and also has collaboration with others faculty and external agencies. All the programs consists of academics, sportmanship, welfare and entrepreneurship.

For the first term Oct 15- Jan 16, batch 15/16 IMPRESS has organized Majlis Anugerah Dekan and Penghargaan Pemain SUKFAC and also training SUKFAC players throughout the SUKFAC activities that took place for about one month.

For the second term Feb 16- Oct 16 IMPRESS has planned to host annual dinner, FUMO, academic competitions, family day and T-Shirts Competition and to send a delegation to UTHM.